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Comments from 18/11/17 Event 

  

1 The Ecotricity bid is only to be considered promises community use and a legal commitment 
The land in front should be excluded 

GL6  

2 It is unclear what financial risk there is with Town Council bid Too little information for 
consultation in the business plans  

GL6 8D 

3  The sub rooms and forecourt must remain public and the short term costs born by the 
council This and previous consultations all meant to bring the wrong conclusions  

GL6 7LA  

4 
The report is biased and describes the risks of Stroud trust bid as being a barrier to 
recommending the bid yet no financial information has been provided by Ecotricity and is 
this less of a risk Shocking  

GL6 2HX 

5 
 The building was built by public subscription SDC acquired it at no cost and should not 
benefit from its sale Return it to public ownership by transfer to a Trust managed by Stroud 
people 

GL6 9DQ  

6 Sub rooms belong to the people of Stroud  GL6 8QB 

7 Strongly feel that both subs room and forecourt should remain in public ownership either 
council or trust but not private  

GL6 8NX 

8 

 Very disappointed by quality of presentation this is not consultation disagree totally on 
selling should be long lease with enforceable covenants Service costs will still apply after a 
sale need to reduce Ebley Mill costs otherwise other assets will bear a larger burden of 
excessive management charges  

GL6 8HR  

9 The sub rooms and forecourt should be kept for public use not be privately owned it is a 
valuable space and should be for the Stroud community  

GL6 7RD  

10 Where are the councillors Why are they not here The subs rooms must be retained in public 
ownership  

GL6 7NZ  

11  This is not a consultation it is a farce inadequate space to give comments and nobody from 
the council to discuss the bids with Disgusted  

GL6 7NZ  

12 
Why sell off the forecourt we need more time to think about these important potential 
changes  

GL6 7NZ 

13 Please can the process be paused there is so much that is not clear please give it the time 
needed to really make the right decision  

GL6 7NZ 

14 Why has the Stroud Council in house bid not been recommended we need more time to 
explore the different options why not a joint-venture between Ecotricity and Stroud District  

GL6 7NZ 

15 Long term council ownership is preferable if subs is a net loss to District Council why not gift 
it to town council why does Ecotricity need to own it  

GL6 7NS 

16 Ecotricity bid is false Gloucester arts Council does not exist directors in difficulty SCA is not 
agreeing with bid   

GL6 7NG 

17 The Stroud trust bid has my support it is the closest to keeping the subs room safe under 
public ownership and for the people of Stroud into the future no other bid ensures this  

GL6 7DG  

18 
Keep the sub rooms public the arts should be subsidised this is an old tradition don’t let our 
public building and space be privatised and sold for a fraction of what the building and site is 
worth  

GL6 7AP 

19 
You cannot sell off a central public building and public space for a fraction of its worth and 
deprive the people of Stroud of a building that was paid for by people who lived here in the 
past  

GL6 7AP 

20 The report should be submitted to the full council I do not believe the council should sell the 
Sub rooms  

GL6 6UA 
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21  Keep the subs in public ownership rent the facility to Ecotricity retain its social and cultural 
significance  

GL6 6PE 

22 Don’t want Xxxxxxx  to own this place I have a lot of memories I am a Stroudie keep it in the 
community  

GL6 6HA  

23 

The process has been flawed from the start I am appalled at the way this has been handled 
stop doing this now stop selling off every Stroud asset to Ecotricity because when they pull 
out will be left with nothing Keep the subs public Ecotricity will always put Ecotricitys 
interest first not unreasonable for a business If Xxxxxxx  really wants a lunch room for his 
staff he can easily hire the existing facilities from the council he doesn’t need the forecourt 
either if that is his real aim as his staff can already use the forecourt The District Council says 
councillors from outside the area won’t support the building yet plenty of people from the 
wider area use the building The Subs is the heart of Stroud What message does it send to 
visitors if we’ve sold off our Town Square and flagship building  

GL6 6EW  

24 We should not be supporting austerity by allowing ourselves to be forced to sell off public 
facilities to private ownership  

GL6 6EY  

25 I support the bid from the Stroud trust to retain public ownership of the subscription rooms  GL6 6BT  

26 There is insufficient financial information to make this recommendation we demand that the 
process is halted  

GL6 2UA  

27 
Slow down why is it being sold as freehold The public should be made aware of accounting 
processes of all the bids each bid raises more questions than answers  

GL6  

28 Keep it public  GL6  

29 Keep the subs in public hands not the self promotion of Ecotricity  GL6  

30 

Any council decisions should be made public and not behind closed doors Timetable for 
decisions to be extended The Stroud trust bid should be reconsidered there is a danger that 
Stroud Council is selling out to Ecotricity he already owns a number of properties and the 
Merrywalks House is not being used by Ecotricity  

GL6  

31 

It must remain in public hands because any private individual or company will use its 
ownership as a bargaining tool to expand their business in other areas With regards to 
planning applications there must be more use made of the building such as Corn Hall 
Cirencester  

GL6 

32 Please hold and let everybody have their say The subs are part of Stroud and should remain 
in Stroud possession  

GL6 

33 I feel the report has been rushed and should certainly have been discussed by the whole 
Council The freehold should on no account be sold  

GL5 3RW 

34 Once in private hands anything can happen Ecotricity could go bust could sell on Xxxxxxx  
could get hit by a bus anything  

GL5 3RS 

35 Restart discussions the council must retain the freehold of the whole site Ecotricity is most 
likely to disappear or be bought out in the next few decades where would that leave us  

GL5 3QR 

36  It should stay in the community for the people of Stroud  GL5 3PJ 

37 The town centre of Stroud needs the subscription rooms  GL5 3TX  

38 All bids imperfect  Town bid the best Process is anti-community  GL5 2PL 

39 Covenants will only function legally if there is either a leasehold or an adjoining piece of land 
is owned Fact  

GL5 2HP 

40 Really concerned by the Ecotricity bid and lack of transparency behind-the-scenes task and 
finish group reviews feels like a foregone decision  

GL5 2DQ 

41 
The report favours a capital sale but there was no weighting in the criteria to favour a capital 
bid  

GL5 1TT  

42 Covenants cannot be linked to a freehold sale  GL5 1TT 
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43 There is no guarantee of Ecotricity s bid retaining staff be clear for both bids  GL5 1TT 

44 
I believe the Ecotricity bid is by far the best compromise and in the best interests of the 
town  

GL5 1TF 

45 Why so quick and decisive don’t let central government divide you  GL5 1QR 

46  Totally against Ecotricity taking away such a vital public building built for the people of 
Stroud Stroud District is growing we need this building kept in public hands  

GL 

47 Listen to the public and respect the majority Lip service not needed we will occupy the subs 
Expect us  

GL5 1HY 

48  Process was improper sub rooms staff were told at the beginning of the review that Xxxxxxx  
needed a building and the subs transfer is the answer There was collusion  

GL5 1ES 

49 The way the District Council have gone about this stinks to high heaven  GL5 1EQ 

50 
If kept with District Council could not a trading company be created to get funding for roof 
repairs  

GL5 1DZ 

51 My fear is that once the sub rooms leaves public ownership it becomes a hostage to fortune 
I want it to remain in public ownership  

GL5 1BN 

52 

The process has been appalling what is the District Council trying to highlight the LGA 
recommends that task and finish groups make their minutes documents and agendas open 
and available to the public why do you want to keep the information away from us Why is 
the forecourt included it is the Town Square and need to stay in public The building is a 
public asset and should stay in public hands there are no covenants strong enough to 
protect future use do not sell the building  

GL5  

53 
The Ecotricity offer was for 300 000 and said Ecotricity was willing to negotiate but the 
report makes no attempt to negotiate a higher offer how does this achieve best value for 
the taxpayer  

GL5 1EA 

54 This is a rushed and ill considered decision which has already been brought into disrepute by 
the councillors the whole process needs re-assessing  

GL5 1 3AJ  

55 Draft covenants for the winning bid must be made available before December 5th  GL5 1  

56 

Keep it as a public building and community resource Sub rooms is a public building given to 
the community by benefactors that needs to be honoured If it could be run like Carsdown it 
might work a lot better How much money do parks make they are a community resource 
and enrichment this is what the sub rooms is The idea that the forecourt could be privately 
owned is unacceptable  

GL5 8HE 

57 Selling public arts provision off to millionaires is outrageous let’s make the sub rooms work 
as brilliant all the time arts Centre Stroud trust  

GL5 5NT 

58 The purpose of the sub rooms can only be met if those people in charge of it know how to 
realise that purpose Stroud trust experienced arts team  

GL5 5NT 

59 Stroud trust bid is the only bid talking about artistic vision and ambition that is what Stroud 
needs no sale to Ecotricity  

GL5 5NT 

60 Full council for whom we voted for should be voting on this not a tiny sub group  GL5 5NT 

61 The Council should run the place properly then they wouldn’t have to sell it Close it for one 
year use wages to refurbish and re-configure then market facilities properly  

GL5 5NC  

62 Council must retain ownership leasehold only Forecourt must be a public place Proper 
consultation New bidders a Council wide decision  

GL5 5NB  

63  If sale goes ahead forecourt must be publicly owned and sub rooms should be leasehold 
with upkeep covenants  

GL5 5NB  

64 My main concern with Ecotricity is the loss of public Space through purchase of the freehold 
new talks are needed to explore more flexibility and they must not be secret  

GL5 5NB  

65 Don’t you think public feedback is a bit late to consider as the council has already 
recommended Ecotricity  

GL5 5EW  
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66 The Stroud trust bid looks most compelling should not be sold to private ownership  GL5 5AG  

67 Must keep the sub rooms in public ownership prefer the town council bid  GL5 4SD  

68 
Keep the subscription rooms in public ownership do not accept the Ecotricity bid Do not sell 
off public assets in this period of austerity Community services will be lost forever Look for 
an option that keeps this for everyone  

GL5 4QQ 

69 
I’m in favour of the STC and Stroud Trust bid I really do not want the sub rooms to go into 
private hands especially to Xxxxxxx  who owned too much of Stroud already it also sounds 
like there has been dodgy dealings in the Council in his favour  

GL5 4QH  

70 
I am terribly disappointed by the recommendation of the group to opt for the Ecotricity bid 
either of the other two bids would be okay It is a crying shame that this wonderful building 
freehold goes to private ownership  

GL5 4EP  

71 

To transfer the sub rooms into private ownership would be a betrayal of the people who 
paid for it originally Stroud District should preferably keep it in house for transfer ownership 
to the town council trust a covenant should be placed on the transfer to ensure it always 
remains in public hands Why is there no option of a lease say 20 years to Ecotricity why no 
mention of forecourt in the Ecotricity sale what happens if Ecotricity want to sell again in 5 
or 10 years time The forecourt is Stroud is only public town centre open space for events 
and celebrations the trust option is immature but could be worth pursuing this has my vote 
someone should have proof read the poor report insulting to Stroud people that it is so 
badly written and unchecked  

GL5 4JW 

72 Must stay in public ownership with full use for Arts if Xxxxxxx  needs space he can hire it or 
buy the top floor of Woolworths  

GL5 4JJ  

73 
Although I appreciate money is in short supply for vital services I really disagree with selling 
the sub rooms Could you not lease it to Ecotricity the people of Stroud paid for it The land 
belongs to Stroud  

GL5 4HA  

74 
I have been dismayed at the way this has been handled Why a lease fully repairing at a 
reduced rent would be ideal has not been considered keep the sub rooms as a community 
space owned by the community  

GL5 4EY  

75 

Concerned if Ecotricity has sub rooms he can sell it at a later date should be kept in public 
hands while the sub rooms should remain in public ownership to properly serve the 
community but not through the trust who are not being open about their plans Decision 
should be made by meeting of full council and consider minority recommendation  

GL5 4EP 

76 

Ecotricity can use the old tax office for their staff and the sub rooms in private hands could 
end up as more Tricorn house buildings The majority of people would prefer to pay a bit 
more on their council tax in order to keep this building is there a new type of subscription as 
such  

GL5 4EH  

77 Leave the running of the sub rooms to private enterprise as at the leisure centre and the 
council retain ownership 

GL5 4EH  

78 

I believe the sub rooms should be kept in public ownership in perpetuity and for a public 
access venue for arts and education and general public use any decision-making should be 
on the basis of full consultation and made by the full council it is important that the venue of 
the sub rooms is valued and used well leaseholds or suitable mechanisms for that  

GL5 4DL  

79 It is our space not Xxxxxxx s the council should have used it more economically and advertise 
the rooms and exhibition space  

GL5 4DL  

80 The final decision should be made by the full council not a sub committee  GL5 4DL  

81 
I favour the town council bid and suggest that Ecotricity are enabled to rent spaces for their 
use  

GL5 4DL  

82 The sub rooms must be kept in public ownership GL5 4DG  
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83 Not Xxxxxxx  Allow more time for consultation delay meeting on December 5 sub rooms are 
ours the public of Stroud  

GL5 4AL 

84 These rooms need to be kept in public hands  GL5 4OE  

85 

The report is too hasty a process to be truly commented upon the fact that the council 
representatives of the populace should even consider the removal of this building from 
public ownership is a disgrace there are obviously issues with costings within the council but 
selling off the family silver will bring about a breakdown in good feeling within any well 
meaning community  

GL5 3UR 

86 
The trust should run the sub rooms this bid has been pre-determined and unfair from the 
start the contents valued at £150000 is being given to Ecotricity but not the trust  Forecourt 
should not be included it can be sold on to anyone after  

GL5 3TZ  

87 Is Ecotricity bid deliberately worded to avoid the question of funding tourist information 
whilst appearing to support it very deceptive  

GL5 3TX  

88 
Where are the members of the task and finish group Why have none of them attended this 
public consultation shouldn’t they make themselves available for discussion their absence is 
shocking  

GL5 3TX  

89 We notice the funding for the tourist information centre has not been included in this  GL5 3TX  

90 
I support the town council in partnership with Stroud trust this building and its square is the 
closest to a town Square that we have it’s the heart of the community for meetings 
gatherings and entertaining  

GL5 3SL 

91 

The preferred bid offers no financial details the other two gave exact details there is no 
detail guaranteeing Ecotricitys intention and obligation to continue public access to the 
subscription rooms for 30 years+ this needs to be a long-term requirement in a legal 
contract Stroud trust and council plan to guarantee public access and financial flexibility 300 
000 is not enough 

GL5 3RZ 

92 Could also be used as a wedding venue sometimes that will bring money in. Lower price of 
room hire  

GL5 3RW 

93  Ecotricity bid is nothing short of scandalous asset stripping The sub rooms should be owned 
by the community for the community Stroud trust is the bid that will deliver  

GL5 3RT  

94 Please state names of all councillors and officers who served on the committee and authors 
of the task and finish report  

GL5 3RS  

95 Please delay it is unreasonable to insist all bids including a cash offer to purchase when this 
was not stipulated in the first place  

GL5 3RS 

96 I disagree with the findings I think the Stroud trust bid is a viable option I am disappointed 
with the lack of transparency  

GL5 3QZ  

97 It’s not late for a public consultation  GL5 3QP  

98 Would it not be better for a crowd funding scheme that kept the building in the community 
then the council could be getting on with other things  

GL5 3QP 

99 Why are there no representatives from Ecotricity and the Trust here There should be a 
public meeting where all the bids are presented take time to make this important decision  

GL5 3PW  

100 Run by the council for the people for what it was intended  GL5 3PJ 
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101 

Listen to the community we pay the taxes salaries and expenses Think long term selling off 
means having no say in what happens when it may be sold on at a later date Do not sell the 
assets the sub rooms are a community asset and must remain in public ownership in 
perpetuity It is wrong and short sighted to sell public assets for short term gain The best 
projects combine public ownership community values and private investment I am not 
against private running of facilities in line with community values The report is flawed 
because it does not consider options for the long term benefit the process is flawed because 
it is not open and transparent The consultation pays lip service because views have not been 
sought to guide the report process Why the councils own asset group not been involved 
Governments and government policy changes Communities must be sustained through 
these changes the idea of including the forecourt square in front of the building in a private 
sale is appalling  

GL5 3BL  

102 Belongs to the people of Stroud  GL5 2TB 

103 
The trust offer lacks substance the Ecotricity bid offers a real sustainable way forward I see 
no choice here it is a Hobsons choice that can work 

GL5 2SP  

104 I think it should be discussed by the full council if necessary decision delayed to 2018 Has 
crowd funding being considered  

GL5 2RX  

105 
Okay for District Council to enable community events but not to subsidise them I would so 
with no covenants for £1 million and let private enterprise events  

GL5 2QJ  

106 Keep it public ownership and no to Ecotricity  GL5 2PS  

107 We need public ownership of subrooms public trusted District Council to look after it in 
perpetuity it should not go into private ownership give a long lease if necessary  

GL5 2LZ  

108 

The element required with all 3 proposals is good arts management the right person who 
can balance commercial and arts provision with the skill to reflect Stroud cultural scene with 
strong programming and also commercial skills Founders should always remain at arms 
length  public private partnership works when an altruistic philanthropic approach is 
adopted Is Dale an arts fan Is he wanting to promote Stroud culture Has match funding been 
sought after with the arts council with Brexit more money is being focussed towards 
provinces and away from London the officer wasn’t able to answer these questions at the 
enquiry  

GL5 2LG  

109 

The sub rooms must be kept in public ownership the costs to run it are part of the council 
tax we pay why pay tax at all if all our services and public assets being sold off Much more 
can be done to help pay for the running costs it is massively under use what about 
companies and individuals sponsoring elements of the building or another public 
subscription campaign to raise more funds A covenant being applied to the sale to keep the 
element of public access for the future  

GL5 2JW  

110 Further to the information I’m 100% to keep public not knowing what the future is in private 
ownership what extras would the rate payers accept  

GL5 2JP  

111 Your initial consultation showed that public ownership was to be supported you cannot 
guarantee its future if you sell it  

GL5 2JL  

112 Megalomania is not in keeping with the Stroud ethos  GL5 2HT  

113 My preference is for the community trust option if it is sold to Ecotricity could this be 
leasehold for 20 years for instance  

GL5 2HT 

114 

Once the Sub rooms is sold into private hands what guarantee is there that it can’t then be 
sold on for profit however ethical Ecotricity might be it is a commercial company Don’t like 
the idea of the ballroom with the best sprung dancefloor in the Southwest being used as a 
breakout room this is Stroud not silicon Valley too many Stroud eggs in one basket with 
Ecotricity  

GL5 2ER  
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115 

This sale should not be allowed to happen Sub rooms must remain in public ownership not 
sold Needs at least a full council decision it is beyond belief that it has remained in public 
ownership through world wars but we cannot fund it now once it has gone it has gone what 
next this government and its policies will not last for ever  

GL5 2EQ  

116 The sub rooms should be owned by the people not sold privately  GL5 2EN 

117 Please keep in the Strond town council and Stroud trust bid  GL5 2DQ  

118 The District Council has no business selling off sub rooms even if it makes a big loss Keep it 
publicly owned  

GL5 2DB  

119 I support Stroud Town council and Stroud trust bid I believe the sub rooms should belong to 
the community of Stroud  

GL5 2AW  

120 Stroud Town Council seem best to me Not Ecotricity  GL5 1UT 

121 Stroud Town Council seem best to me Not Ecotricity  GL5 1UT 

122 I support the Stroud Council bid the subscription rooms were paid for by the people of 
Stroud for their continued use should not be bought by a private company for profit  

GL5 1UN  

123 Do not sell the central square of Stroud  GL5 1TT  

124 300 000 includes fixtures and fittings where is the good deal for District Council  GL5 1TT  

125 Operation of Sub rooms in community services and licensing committee why are they not 
involved in the decision  

GL5 1TT  

126 
If District Council sales the subs what guarantee that it can come back to the community 
eventually  

GL5 1TT  

127 Why accept Ecotricitys bid without a full five year business plan that was a condition of a bid  GL5 1TT  

128 District Council have not maintained this building since 2002 a dowry allows for essential 
repairs to be done  

GL5 1TT 

129 
I am against selling off public assets to a private company especially if there is a good option 
to keep it in the hands of the people of Stroud through the Stroud trust the forecourt should 
definitely stay in public ownership  

GL5 1TP 

130 After reading the options Ecotricity sounds like the best option by far for Stroud and the 
subscription rooms  

GL5 1TF 

131 
The Subs is for public ownership not private Could not the town and District councils work 
together on this to enable all Stroud people to use the facilities once it is sold the future of 
these is in terrible doubt  

GL5 1ST  

132 Very important to prevent central government from further dividing Stroud explore more 
options which keeps subs room in public ownership and involves all parties  

GL5 1QR  

133 The report is a disgrace Democracy and the people of Stroud have been badly let down by 
this closed process it stinks of corruption Call this a consultation  

GL5 1NW  

134 I support the trust bid I am very concerned about Xxxxxxx  acquiring the subs when the chips 
are down he will defend his asset not the community  

GL5 1NT  

135 I strongly advise going back to tender There is insufficient financial information supplied by 
Ecotricity and the recommendation is simply short sighted expedience at long-term loss  

GL5 1ND 

136 

I’m strongly against the Ecotricity bid and selling off to private ownership The subs rooms 
should be kept in public ownership and is a resource for the community worth subsidising 
the process is highly suspicious and the fact that Ecotricity donate to the Labour Party and 
District Council to get votes on this issue is corrupt  

GL5 1LE  

137 No to public ownership no to freehold sale yes to Stroud trust with community backing I will 
contribute to a community fund for sub rooms  

GL5 1LA  
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138 
The bids risks are not compared adequately there is not enough detail on covenants to 
unconditionally recommend any bids at this point the process has been flawed due to lack of 
pre-published criteria  

GL5 1JT  

139 

 No perfect solution here obviously real concerns about their preferred bid no guarantees it 
will stand in public use beyond the foreseeable future I like the sound of the trust I dont 
know very little about their expertise to take this all and it costs more than Ecotricity on 
balance I would prefer the trust bid if I can learn more about their skill set to run this for me 
continuing public use is imperative  

GL5 1HQ  

140 
Instead of selling the subs to Xxxxxxx  why not allowing xxxx to underwrite losses by renting 
the space he needs at preferential rates there is no need to .....just promote profitable 
events and make up any losses at year end  

GL5 1HQ  

141 Preferred District Council bid perhaps they have more experience and clout  GL5 1HN 

142 Too vague on the detail of covenants and restrictions quite wrong to allow someone to buy 
their way out of them with an overage clause  

GL5 1HN 

143 

I disagree entirely with the recommendation of the report that the subscription rooms 
should be sold to private hands It is a public asset and should remain so I do not think that 
we have been adequately consulted and remain to be convinced that due process has been 
followed on this why haven’t the full accounts for the building been made available for 
proper scrutiny  

GL5 1HG 

144 Ecotricity and town council and stroud trust should work together but only likely to if District 
Council force the issue  

GL5 1HF  

145 Keep the sub rooms as an asset for the town and public ownership not sold to Ecotricity  GL5 1HF  

146 Please use the meeting on December 5 to delay your decision to allow time for more public 
consultation we need more democracy  

GL5 1HF  

147 I believe that it is crucial that the sub rooms remain in public ownership once it is sold into 
private hands it could be sold again keep it public  

GL5 1HF  

148 It is essential that public ownership is kept SDC or ST see if the Ecotricity bid is favoured then 
as leasehold which gives greater long term security  

GL5 1HF 

149 We need to do all we can to keep it in community ownership  GL5 1HF 

150 The process has been shoddy lacking proper participation therefore postpone decision and 
work for the best solution  

GL5 1HF 

151 Short-term cash gain long-term community loss  GL5 1HF 

152 Given that Ecotricity might be taken over go bust or change priorities what safeguards are 
there ensuring permanent and continuous social cultural and entertainment use  

GL5 1HF 

153 Why do you have to sell the building at all can’t they rent or lease  GL5 1HF 

154 Bottom Line keep the Sub Rooms as an asset for the Town i.e. in public ownership not sold 
to Ecotricity  

GL5 1HF 

155 Positive covenants or unenforceable  GL5 1ES 

156 
It doesn’t have a clear case for selling to Ecotricity there are lots of questions on asked 
future of public access future of ownership The subs must not be sold to a private company 
it should be run for the public of Stroud why hasn’t there been a proper public consultation  

GL5 1EQ  

157 Please keep in public ownership especially the forecourt all bids need to be transparent any 
decision to lose public ownership should go before full council  

GL5 1EN 

158 Not enough information on staffing implications of private ownership let us pause and look 
with full information to keep it public  

GL5 1EE 

159 It is essential that the covenants attached to the Ecotricity bid are published for scrutiny 
before the final decision is made  

GL5 1EA 
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160 I don’t think the report puts enough emphasis on the importance of the sub rooms or public 
ownership no selling to a Ecotricity  

GL5 1DZ  

161 If sold to Xxxxxxx  why sell the freehold let it on a long-term let at peppercorn rent to ensure 
the building stays in Stroud public ownership  

GL5 1DZ 

162 Whatever happens the T I C must be kept in the subs  GL5 1DZ 

163 
Moral obligation of council is to ensure the long term public ownership of sub rooms Any 
sell off might have short term attractions and cost savings but puts the place at future risk to 
selling on  

GL5 1BG 

164 Inadequate consideration of the issues poor work by District Council where is asset 
management team  

GL5 1AH  

165 Why doesn’t Xxxxxxx  support the smaller groups and we could advertise subs more and 
make it cheaper to rent  

GL5  

166 No sale no weekly cafe in the ballroom  GL5  

167 Unfair I thought it was to be a meeting where we could vent our views seems to be a 
foregone conclusion  

GL5  

168 

Should be decided by full Council for information not on display here 600 000 is too cheap 
should be retained by District Council loss of 400 000 should have been tackled immediately 
and not allowed to continue there should be a report by asset management team on all 
assets owned bye District Council the process has been on democratic save our subs and 
forecourt  

GL5  

169 I agree with the minority report and the Green party  GL5  

170 
The sub rooms are worth a great deal more than 300 000 this is robbery from the people of 
Stroud  

GL5  

171 The report does not fairly evaluate consultation responses there is clear public desire for 
public ownership which should be waited strongly in evaluation  

GL5  

172 Contemptuous information nothing but spin  GL5  

173 The tendering process was secretive and not transparent the decision was already made  GL5  

174 The counsellors are personally responsible for an injustice The process was probably illegal  GL5  

175 Is it legal to have a public consultation after a recommendation is made  GL5  

176 If Ecotricity all really thought to be the best option lease it to them so that the town can 
retain if they don’t allow decent public use  

GL5  

177 The subscription rooms are a public asset the freehold should not be sold  GL5 

178 No mention of Mr Twitchetts  Ecotricity is a sound backer and further down the line the 
other bids are not sustainable whereas he (ecotricity) will be  

GL5 

179 I strongly feel that the sub rooms belong to the town any private owned business will 
change it’s too sad to see it sold don’t do it  

GL5 

180 judicial review needed you promised consultation  GL5 

181 

It appears that the District Council has managed this process extremely badly and with a 
worrying lack of transparency the opportunity for various bidders to work together have not 
been properly encouraged and the whole affair has a decidedly murky aspect Poor show 
beware privatisation support Stroud trust  

GL5 

182 How will the continued public use of the building be legally ensured Is the council open to 
making the sale leasehold with this as part of the lease  

GL45A 

183 Fully support permanent public ownership of the sub rooms and complete transparency of 
deliberations of council  

GL2 7SN 

184 Do not sell into private hands give it to a trust  GL2 7JN 

185 I would hate to see it covered in Ecotricity banners like the other buildings Support the trust  GL2 7JE 

186 Public ownership of prime importance would like District Council to keep it  GL15 1TP 
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187 Why are only 12 people making this decision I want all of our elected representatives to  GL15 1EQ 

188 I believe the subscription rooms should remain in council hands it is for the people of Stroud 
and environs I would support a rate rise to keep it ours I support the Green party views  

GL11 5EJ  

189 
 The recommended proposal looks far too much like a fait accompli cooked up for profit 
behind close doors I feel the majority view was not represented in the decision making 
process  

GL11 5DN  

190 This report does not represent minority view this whole process seems like it is already 
decided and yet another public assets will be privatised  

GL11 5DN 

191 
Sell the freehold and not leasehold I don’t favour selling any public asset to a private owner 
if Xxxxxxx  falls down stairs on Tuesday suddenly the sub rooms are owned by an offshore 
Trust and developed into flats  

GL11 5AR 

192 
Why is it seen as a subsidy rather than an investment The subs is a public space developed 
by crowd funding it should not be open to the council to sell it to a third party more time to 
consider the options is needed  

GL11 4AJ  

193 

The subscription rooms are best in public ownership those are its origins In private 
ownership it would be vulnerable to the intentions of the owner and their own agenda also 
the finances of a person or company are never guaranteed plus there are other places to eat 
lunch  

GL11  

194 The sub rooms should not go to Ecotricity must remain a public venue Stroud residents insist 
the building and forecourt remain in the public domain no transparency from our councillors  

GL10 3QN  

195 The freehold should be retained by the council  GL10 3QE 

196 It should stay in the public domain not private  Public subscription is needed Shares not 
Xxxxxxx  who could sell it on lease is the other solution not sale keep it public  

GL10 3HY  

197 

I would support the Ecotricity bid if there were a number of caveats included in the sale 
these include a long leasehold 99 years guaranteed public access to the forecourt a buyback 
clause if the property is put up for sale a guaranteed proposal of peak time that rooms are 
available for hire  

GL10 2SW 

198 Don’t sell the subscription rooms  GL10 2HW  

199 There should be a public consultation on this we have been offered this and it is a poor show  GL10 2BS 

200 
The sub rooms are the town hall and belong to the people of Stroud in the spirit of this the 
trust bid is the most applicable offer shame on Stroud council for its devious behaviour the 
only reason we know about this is because they were caught out  

GL10 2AR  

201 I would love the sub rooms to stay someway in public use and access  GL10 1DN 

202 

This is a public asset paid for by the community it is inconceivable that it should be sold off 
at the very least The asset and the freehold should remain in public ownership we need 
some vision rather than a decision purely on short-term monetary concerns If this was a 
genuine consultation there would be no recommendation leaving the public to comment 
independently  

GL10  

203 Good idea to have a corporate user involved but why not rent the upper floors to Ecotricity 
to subsidise the use at weekends and evenings  

GL 11  

204 This is outrageous this is a public resource that should stay in public ownership  GL 11 

205 
Report seems very bias doesn’t explore the risks involved with selling off Dale could be run 
over tomorrow legal controls are never 100% they could say it’s open but make it really hard 
to book also who is Gloucester Arts Council just a scam but report doesn’t question   

GL 11 

206  Get it sold as soon as possible and stop the tax payer subsidising it If it was so vital it would 
make enough money to pay for itself  

GL10 3GA  

207 
I like Ecotricitys bid but 300 000 for the freehold is too little a leasehold could be offered 
without going back to public ownership after X number of years even if this is a long lease 
such as 25 years what are the guarantees that Ecotricity will keep areas for public ownership  

GL10 2J 
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208 It is not good for so many people so angry we are all rate payers  GL10 

209 Subscription rooms not District Councils to sell Should be trust run still owned by public not 
private ownership  

GL10 

210 We were told there would be further public consultation before a decision was made but 
this has been renaged on. Defer the decision to 2018 to make time for due process  

GL  

211 My recommendation is that we go with anything that supports keeping the building public 
do not sell for quick short-term solutions there is no guarantee it will not be turned into flats  

GL  

212 Don’t be blinded by financial argument the picture is much bigger  GL  

213 All bids are flawed process should be halted and everyone should be involved from all 
groups to find the best solution  

GL  

214 You should publish these comments from the people you are supposed to represent  GL  

215 I think we are between the devil and the deep blue sea lose all staff one year closure or 
private ownership  

GL  

216 
This iconic building represents Stroud if you are proud of your Town you will want it to stay 
in public hands why has the merrywalks house not been used for office and canteen 
purposes why has Xxxxxxx  left it empty  

GL  

217 

This must not be rushed into The Ecotricity bid is interesting but I would only support on a 
leasehold basis the subs must remain in public ownership please do not ignore the Tourist 
Information Office which I believe is funded by the District Council please ensure funding is 
in place before any decision is made I feel the public supports public ownership and is 
prepared to support it through some amount of council tax do not sell the subs lease 
possibly but do not sell to be decided by full Council  

GL  

218 

The sub rooms means such a lot to so many people and frankly I don’t understand why it is 
making such a loss it needs good management refurbishment and updating much of which 
Ecotricity could do but would it not be possible to raise public funds as a one off 
contribution maybe via ring fenced council tax contribution so the building and forecourt 
maintains its publicly owned status It would be a tragedy for it to be sold on one day by 
Ecotricity to a less well intentioned private buyer what guarantees would Ecotricity give for 
its use for fringe festival art exhibitions and less profitable community and cultural events  

GL  

219 The Sub Rooms need to be kept public whatever Ecotricity say it may be lost  GL  

220 The freehold of the building should be maintained in public ownership no matter how it is 
managed and be available for public use  

GL 

221 

There seems little substance or common sense in the report which is not available here in 
full I am concerned that favouring the Ecotricity bid seems illogical given that they have not 
by their own admission much knowledge of running such a venue nor have they shown 
much competence recently and running their own business currently they have admitted 
they have a cash flow problem therefore I wonder whether money is going to come from. 
Town Council have the better ideas but they need help to plan properly and not close the 
subs for a year or more- 

GL 

222 

I am happy about the Ecotricity bid I feel they would breathe new life into the building as 
long as the council and conditions such as if they sell the building the council combine it 
back and the forecourt is open to public use but I understand this is going to happen anyway 
It is right and proper that the process is done in an open and transparent way but I feel I 
have been well informed from meetings and stuff on the Internet I am a bit disappointed in 
the way Xxxxxxx has been portrayed as a tycoon he has contributed so much to Stroud and I 
feel it is mean-spirited to talk about him as some kind of despot  

GL 

223 Could there be a lease agreement with Ecotricity or could there be joint ownership with 
Stroud Council  

GL 
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224 
The 3 bids are considered on inconsistent criteria no decision matrix was used The Ecotricity 
bid is only considered on financial grounds no evaluation of the cultural value of the bid has 
been made this is highly unprofessional 

GL 

225 How do you spell democracy a stitch up  GL 

226 
Sub rooms must be kept in public ownership or clear binding criteria for returning to public 
ownership at no profit if cost from public use conditions aren’t met  

GL 

227 
It is unnecessary to transfer the freehold to Ecotricity they could easily be given the 
leasehold that way they would be able to use the building for their purposes and the council 
would have some control over its use  

GL 

228 Xxxxxxx  has good motives as expressed in his bid but is not reliable dependable for long-
term community cultural centre  

GL 

229 We need a proper consultation not a task and finish group who are they what do they know 
about anything Do not sell us or the subs cheap  

GL 

230 Why is there no analysis of who the Gloucester Arts Council is on the Ecotricity bid they are 
not a representative body  

GL 

231 The one off payment by the trust is slightly more than the Ecotricity purchase of 300 000 GL 

232 See you at the judicial review  GL 

233 Disagree strongly with a recommendation do not sell Stroud’s Heritage  GL 

234 Public benefactors do not own the public facilities they support They don’t ....they pay for its 
use they help raising public funds the subs belong to the town  

GL 

235 Even if it were acceptable to sell this public asset which it is not 300 000 is a derisory price  GL 

236 Keep the sub rooms public  GL 

237 Why not a 99 year lease to Ecotricity the selling of an asset is always a short sighted decision  GL 

238 I don’t want Xxxxxxx  to have the sub rooms  GL 

239 Why is it being sold for the same price as my house  GL 

240 I support Ecotricity but only if the continued public access activities is guaranteed in 
perpetuity also access to use the forecourt  

GL 

241  The subscription rooms has always been the history and hub of Stroud things are not sorted 
with the public Need more time to look at options pushing through to quickly  

GL 

242 
The idea of a community run venue is attractive but in the austerity and Brexit times I 
question the financial viability of the schemes versus the Ecotricity proposal probably more 
likely to offer the long-term answer to keeping the sub rooms available to the community  

GL 

243 What happens if Ecotricity as new owners go bust are taken over or change priorities  GL 

244 Ecotricity should be required to work with the trust to ensure financially viable and 
sustainable public use council should keep in freehold  

GL 

245 Where will the funding come from after March 2018  GL 

246 This is our building you cannot sell it  GL 

247 Let’s have more space to comment GL 

248 Given to the public should be retained by the public  GL 

249 My ancestor was involved in the funding and building of the subgroups founded by the 
people for the people please keep as a publicly owned property  

GL 

250 Keep our sub rooms for Stroud public ownership We must have space for the TiC and others 
don’t decide on December 5 put decision back to 2018  

GL5 4AL 

251  Stroud District Council should continue to own and run the facility or the town council and 
trust should take over the running on a lease basis  

GL 

252 I have performed here twice and enjoyed the experience  GL 

253 I think we should keep this as a communal place  GL 
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254 I have done lots of workshops and school players here and have had lots of good memories I 
don’t want it destroyed  

GL 

255 We think it should stay communal  GL 

256 What part of democracy do the greens not understand democracy is the majority just 
because you are out voted does not mean it’s not democratic grow up sell to Ecotricity  

GL 

257 I feel very strongly that the sub rooms should stay a communal space for all to use  GL 

258  Keep it public please sell to Stroud trust need a pause in the process  GL 

259  The building is used and enjoyed by three generations of my family town council and Stroud 
trust bid is the only one that makes sense  

GL 

260  Stroud trust bid Stroud town council  GL 

261 
As a rate payer I would object to the District Council paying 450 000 and 250 000 
redundancy to the Stroud trust bid in the light of all the cuts to public services  

GL 

262 The process is flawed not enough consultation with the public  GL 

263 Keep it in public hands today is normal meeting at the sub rooms gives further weight to 
stopping the process starting again openly no secrecy please  

GL 

264 Keep it public we do not want to become Ecotricity  GL 

265  We will be with questing a judicial review of the process and decision-making procedure  GL 

266 This information event didn’t really contain enough information for me to know what to say  GL 

267 300 000 is an insult Ecotricity is asset stripping  GL 

268 
The subs should not be sold to a private individual what happens when he wants to sell it to 
home should be in public ownership why not have subscriptions as it was in the first place it 
was meant for all Stroud people to use not just a few employees for a canteen  

GL 

269 
I would like to see a more thorough assessment of the possible benefits of the Stroud trust 
bid  

GL 

270 Forecourt should not be part of the sale  GL 

271 Please keep in public ownership The forecourt should not be sold off and why is the building 
being sold freehold where is the transparency  

GL 

272 
This is a peoples subs room not part of the Xxxxxxx s tower For the people paid by the 
people  

GL 

273  The option of keeping the sub rooms in public hands seems to have simply been rejected all 
alternatives just ignored keep it public  

GL 

274  Keep public  GL 

275 How can we judge what is best you have not asked bidders to spell out the implications for 
staff and jobs a grave error  

GL 

276 You have not cared for this asset and now do you want rid shame on you  GL 

277 I think it should go to Stroud town council to keep it in Stroud  GL 

278 The process is a mess and has not had the appropriate public consultation nor endorsement 
there should be a halt before rushing to permanent fix  

GL 

279 I am concerned that passing the freehold to an individual would enable said person to 
spread any of their views when running the venue 

GL6 8QJ  

280 The Sub Rooms must stay in public ownership private companies main concern is profit 
recent years have given countless examples of private companies to run public facilities 

GL6 8BH  

281 Proposed sale to Ecotricity is asset stripping Building and forecourt Sub Rooms needs to 
remain a public facility owned by local community worrying lack of transparency from SDC 

GL6 8BH  

282 I support the Stroud Town Council Stroud Trust  Bid GL6 7QN  

283 
I support the Ecotricity bid as being the only sensible viable one subject to the council 
ensuring pre emotion rights or covenants ensure public use in the event of Ecotricity selling 
on in the future 

GL6 7PD  
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284 
Based on the limited information here I support the Ecotricity bid as being the only 
economically viable one The council should obtain a covenant from Ecotricity to ensure 
continued public access to the building in the future 

GL6 7PD  

285 
My recommendation is the Stroud Town Council bid as then it would stay in public 
ownership 

GL6 6BH  

286  Pause the decision more info full council to make decision keep in public hands to secure 
the future this is the heart of Stroud don’t sell it fight the Government for more money 

GL6 6AT  

287 
Hard to take it all in the summaries are good and appear to support the Ecotricity bid on 
financial grounds but i am not happy with handing over a public amenity into private hands 
what about the forecourt this is important 

GL6 6AT  

288 I support the Stroud District Council  and do not wish Ecotricity to own it GL5 5LN  

289 Keep it for Public Ownership not Ecotricity GL5 5LN  

290 The sub rooms must be kept in public ownership GL5 4DG  

291 The sub rooms should not be sold into private ownership all future control of the facility 
could be lost keep it in public ownership and open to all 

GL5 4BZ  

292 

I find it very disappointing none of the councillors are here today to discuss the report 
reading the boards it is very swayed towards the Ecotricity bid basically turning the subs into 
their canteen this will affect businesses in Stroud and reduce the scope of the subs saying it 
is only used or will be available on Friday Saturday and Sunday many events are put on other 
nights the process seems to have been performed in a closed manner the current team 
running the subs have made vast improvements and it would be very interesting to take 
current incomes into account this needs to be a decision taken by a far larger number of 
people than a mere sub committee of the council who seem biased towards one plan 

GL5 4AJ  

293 

Ecotricity Bid Gloucestershire arts Council is not a bona fide representative body The 
Ecotricity bid has no commitment to transfer of staff continuing use for the foreseeable 
future is not enough it must be in perpetuity keep it in public ownership and work with the 
trust start talking 

GL5 3RS  

294 Task and finish report misrepresents and spins legal requirements uncertainty financial risk 
astonishing misrepresentation clearly angled at undermining this  

GL5 3RS  

295 We agree with the report very fair comments the Subs was built for the people of stroud 
and so it should continue 

GL5 3PJ  

296 We need to keep the tourist information services wonderful cafe for over 20 years GL5 3 PT  

297 No to Ecotricity keep for Stroud People GL5 2PS  

298 Please keep it public please sell to Town Council pause the process GL5 1PP  

299 What does for the foreseeable future mean Xxxxxxx  that gives no guarantee of the building 
staying in public use 

GL5 1PG  

300 

Stroud Town Council and Trust I support this bid as it is the only one that truly puts forward 
the culture and sub rooms for the benefit of us the people of Stroud People in Stroud would 
readily become involved in the running of the sub rooms on a voluntary basis happily too to 
be part of a community effort  

GL5 1NJ  

301 I would like the Sub Rooms to remain in the SDCs remit and not to be sold into private hands GL5 1BG  

302 Delay decision on subs future until SDC culture strategy in place GL5  

303  Call for an opportunity for the public to hear each bid and consult before a decision is made GL5  

304  Very concerned about the Ecotricity bid too easy an option Reclaim responsibility of a public 
resource 

GL5  

305 Spin report neglects to say that 150000 of subs fixtures and fittings are included in the sale 
so price is 150000 not 300000 

GL5  

306 Welcome to vince town welcome to predatory kleptocratic capitalism GL5  
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307 Pathetic poorly presented poor information treats the public with contempt our iconic 
public arts civic build 

GL5  

308 Ecotricity bid does not deliver long term secure public use for civic arts and events GL5  

309 Spin the Ecotricity bid is an entirely private bid not a private public hybrid GL5  

310 Ecotricitys 300000 is not a significant capital receipt  peanuts GL5  

311 Ecotricity is a risky bid secures public access continuing until the foreseeable future until 
Xxxxxxx  goes bust and sell Subs 

GL5  

312 Stroud people gave their subscriptions to build the Subs and task and finish report neglects 
the story of the subs 

GL5  

313 The Subscription Rooms should remain in public ie Stroud trust ownership GL10 2AR  

314 
I have concerns that the Ecotricity bid will adversely affect local businesses if staff are fed by 
Ecotricity in the subs also what guarantees that public access will be maintained over a 
period of years 

GL  

315 The Stroud town council and Trust option is my choice freehold must remain for aims 
objectives civic amenity 

GL  

316 I would support the Stroud Town Council proposal rather than Ecotricity bid and ensure 
forecourt part of that deal 

GL  

317 Ecotricity has a poor record delivering on community benefits from planning agreements 
like FGR development 

GL  

318 
Bin this stitched up privatisation situation man up look after the public not 1% profits for the 
rich 

GL  

319 
Tax payers demand transparency from their representatives at SDC the Xxxxxxx  bid is 
appalling and unacceptable why sell it at all but why so cheap 

GL  

320 If the Council are so short of money why dont they sell of parts of Ebley Mill GL  

321 
The Sub Rooms means such a lot to so many people and frankly I don’t understand why it is 
making such a loss it needs good management refurbishment and updating much of which 
Ecotricity could do  

GL  

322 Everybody should get round the table and start again, allow community to crowd fund all 
the bids are flawed in house bid is unaffordable 

GL5 1TL 

323 Big money does not share GL 

324 In support of the report GL6 6UA 

325 Do not sell the central square of Stroud NDP policy Zplc to be ignored GL5 1TT 

326 Selling the freehold offers no promise that Ecotricity will maintain the rooms as they 
propose. Consultation has been scant Full Council should decide  

GL5 2HP 

327 
The sub rooms needs to be kept in public ownership Ecotricity bid looks good on paper but 
the town is being swallowed up by them this building and forecourt need to be retained for 
us  

GL5 1PR  

328 

The public should have been much more involved in the whole process which has gained 
and unfortunate aura of secrecy on balance I hate to think of a building passing into private 
ownership in line with the present government under the governance of the District Council 
which should be opposed to further privatisation if the District Council seriously can’t 
contribute towards funding Could the building be leased for say a period of 10 years then 
reverting to the council in new hopefully more favourable economic conditions  

GL 
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Comments from the Web Site 

1 

Invest in our town and don't give our main asset away! With proper management it can be 
run well and efficiently - A couple of teenagers seem to be running it at the mo! I dont know 
how the cx gets away with it - does he actually do anything, hardly inspires confidence! I 
never see quotes from him. Time for a change in upper management. GL10 

2 

Please keep the Sub Rooms in public ownership. 
I believe the Stroud Trust Bid offers the best prospect for this. 
Please pause the sale process now to allow a rethink of the way forward.  GL51PP 

3 

I am completely opposed to The Subscription Rooms and Forecourt being transferred to 
Private ownership. 
I believe that the premises should be retained by the Stroud District Council and am sure 
that with astute management, careful purchasing and monitoring the running costs could be 
considerably reduced. 
A sum of £8000 per week is ridiculous. GL5 1XB 

4 

How can the council be minded to accept a bid for which, according to this report, it is “not 
possible to provide any analysis of financial risk” (5.5(b))? Is £300,000 a best value capital 
receipt for a building marketed at £600,000 whose potential benefit to Stroud District is 
priceless? GL5 1JW 

5 
How certain is the District Council that all the TUPE responsibilities would be accepted by 
Ecotricity once Ecotricity’s bid was accepted in principle?  GL5 1JW 

6 

The Report states that a disadvantage of the Stroud Trust bid is that the premises will be 
closed for renovation (4.1). Given the low level of information in the Ecotricity bid, Ecotricity 
might close the building for a similar period for renovation.  It would be closed permanently 
in the week to the public if Ecotricity bought it. GL5 1JW 

7 

I am submitting comments in four parts due to the length restriction. 
1. It is of great social and economic benefit to Stroud town and district that this prominent 
building, the only large venue in the area, remains in public ownership. GL5 1JW 

8 

Although I'd much prefer the Subs to stay in public ownership, the economics for that are 
not at all realistic. 
So I'll give my support to the Ecotricity bid, but I am concerned that it makes no mention of 
the forecourt: can I assume that if there is no reference to the forecourt, then it is not 
included in the Ecotricity bid?  I certainly hope so. GL10 3QE 

9 

My preferred choice is the Stroud Trust. Why is the forecourt included in the sale? Why are 
the contents valued at £150,000 included in the sale, and Stroud Trust have to bid 
separately for them?  Making the true cost of the buildiing £150,000. Why is it being sold to 
someone who has a history of buying buildings and leaving them empty? GL5 3TZ 

10 

SALE TO A TRUST  PROVIDES A CONTINUED DRAIN ON COUNCIL FUNDS AND DOES NOT 
GUARANTEE A LONG TERM - IT SECURES A LIVE VENUE AN INTERIM PERIOD .it  FAILS TO 
OBTAIN  BEST RETURN FROM THE SALE . ECOTRICITY BID MAKES THE BEST ECONOMIC 
SENSE BUT THERE MUST BE LEGAL RESTRAINSTS TO ENSURE A LIVE PERFORMANCE VENUE 
IS RETAINED THE FUTURE BUT MORE THAN 3 NIGHT GL12 

11 

SDC should not agree any sale to Ecotricity unless it includes a  legally enforceable 
commitment that the public entertainment space upstairs is reserved Friday to Sunday for 
52 weeks a year and that on those nights the venue may not be used for events which are 
not arts/cultural based.  It cannot simply be left to Ecotricity goodwill. GL6 7JY 

12 
How can SDC sell the subscription rooms for 50% of the market price? And that price 
includes apparently£150,000 worth of fixtures and fittings. GL5 
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13 

The subs rooms are unique. If they are sold then there is a risk, probably significant, that the 
purchaser may at some time in the near or not so near future become bankrupt and the 
rooms sold off to anyone who bids high enough. So sell it leasehold with a good solid 
reversion clause. 
GL5 2SJ     GL 

14 

I write to ask SDC to defer making a decision on the future of the Sub Rooms to give time to 
the Stroud Trust and community supporters to develop further a plan for the future of the 
building that recognises its importance, its actual and potential future community use, and 
the strong wish of the community for it to be retained in public ownership. GL6 8AX 

15 

Restart the process allowing the alternative Minority Recommendation from the two Green 
Party councillors on the Sub Rooms task and finish review group! 
It is my view that disposal of the Sub Rooms and forecourt freehold must be ruled out as an 
option. GL5 

16 

From the report in the Stroud News & Journal of the 15/11/17, if accurate, casts into doubt 
the validity of the Task & Finish group's report and process of its compilation. 
Notwithstanding the validity of this report, the subrooms must remain in public hands GL5 4DG 

17 

THE SUB ROOMS AND FORECOURT MUST REMAIN IN PUBLIC OWNERSHIP - TO SELL OFF 
LOCAL ASSETS TO COVER THE CONSERVATIVE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FAILINGS IS A 
SCANDAL !  
ARE WE A 'FIRST WORLD' COUNTRY OR NOT ? WHEN A TOWN NEEDS TO SELL ITS 'TOWN 
HALL' WORDS ABSOLUTELY FAIL ME ! GL11 4PT 

18 

Process has been flawed in too many ways to itemise in 350 words. Bid from Ecotricity lacks 
both substance and required reassurances: it makes a great basis for identifying Ecotricity as 
a prime potential CUSTOMER for The Building but it is extraordinary that it could have been 
given any serious consideration beyond that. No decision possible  yet GL5 1BB 

19 

Amazed at low price offered by Ecotricity and lack of financial detail compared to Stroud 
Trust bid. Extremely concerned that midweek evenings and daytime use during school 
holidays would be prohibited under the Ecotricity scheme. The building and forecourt must 
be kept in public ownership unless watertight conditions and covenants are applied. GL5 1HS 

20 

This building needs to be in Public ownership. It is an asset, look at the queue of 
organisations wanting to run it. Why is the D.C. excited over the £300K 'offer' for it by 
Ecotricity? Wake up! The Town Council is offering to actually do some vital maintenance and 
run it for the town. If the £415K figure is inaccurate then please remove it asap. GL5 1JW 

 
    

 

 

  
 

  

 
348 Individual comments on the T & F Group Report   

 
    

 
70 mentions of "Public" or "Council" or "Not private" Ownership   

 
35 mentions of "Lease" or "Leasehold"   

 
27 mention of "Consultation" or "Consult"   

 
26 mentions of the "Forecourt"   

 
15 mentions of "time" or "pause" or "stop"   

 
12 mentions of "Full Council"   

 
    

 Any consultation response comments considered by the Council to be potentially offensive, libellous or 
similarly inappropriate have been replaced by “Xxxxxx”  

 


